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For n > 1, d > 2, we describe a commutative Thue system that has ~2n variables and O(n) 
rules, each rule of size d + O(1) and that counts to d ~'' in a certain technical sense. This gives 
a more "efficient" alternative toa well-known construction f Mayr and Meyer. 
Using this construction, we sharpen the known double-exponential lower bounds for the 
maximum degrees D(n, d), l(n, d), S(n, d) associated (respectively) with GrSbner bases, ideal 
membership problem and the syzygy basis problem: 
D(n,d)~S(n,d)>d 2", l(n,d)>d 2'', 
where m ~ n/2, and n, d sufficiently arge. For comparison, it was known that D(n, d) < - d 2" 
and l(n, d)<- (2d) 2". 
1. Introduction 
Mayr & Meyer (1982) proved that the uniform word problem for commutative Thue 
systems is exponential space complete. The key to their proof is the construction of a 
commutative Thue system SM that "counts" to 22" in this sense: there are distinguished 
variables A, Qo and Qo~ such that if 
Qo -~ w(mod SM) 
22 ~T 
and Qoo occurs in w then necessarily w = Q~oA . (These notations are defined in the next 
section.) This construction has been the basis of many applications: lower bounds for 
Church-Rosser commutative Thue systems (Huynh, 1986), for degree of GrSbner bases 
(Huynh, 1986; M/511er & Mora, 1984), for degree in ideal membership (Mayr & Meyer, 
1982; Bayer & Stillman, 1988), and for degree of syzygy basis and for regularity of 
homogeneous ideals (Bayer & Stillman, 1988). 
Although the original construction of Mayr-Meyer uses 14n variables, various authors 
(including Lazard, Bayer-Stillman) have noticed that 10n variables uffice without any 
essential change. A nice exposition of the Mayr-Meyer construction has been given by 
Bayer & Stillman (1988). In this paper we give a more efficient alternative to the 
Mayr-Meyer construction, using only -2n  variables. We remark that it is of some interest 
to try to reduce the number of  variables, especially if it leads to matching upper and 
lower bounds for three quantitative problems related to Gr6bner bases, ideal membership 
and syzygies. 
t This research is supported inpart by NSF Grants DCR-84-01898, CCR-87-03458 and ONR Grant N00014- 
85.K-0046. The work was carried out while visiting the Research Institute for Symbolic Computation (RISC. 
LINZ), Johannes Kepler Universit~it Linz, Austria, and the Freie Universit~it Berlin. 
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More precisely, we define the following three bounding functions D(n, d), I(n, d), 
$(n, d) associated with these problems. The following holds: for any finite set of poly- 
nomials fo, f~ , . . . ,  fm in n variables and rational coefficients, where each f has degree 
at most d, there is a Grrbner basis (relative to any admissible ordering on terms) for the 
ideal ( f l , .  • •, f , )  such that each polynomial in the basis has degree bounded by D(n, d). 
If f0 c (f~ . . . .  , fr,,) then there are polynomials g l , . . . ,  g,, of degrees bounded by l(n, d) 
/ t l  
such that fo =~i=~ f~gl. There is a module basis for the syzygies of {fa, . . . ,  fro} such that 
each polynomial occurring in the basis has degree at most S(n, d). Moreover, we make 
D(n, d), I(n, d), S(n, d) unique by insisting that they have the smallest possible value 
for each n, d. 
REMARK. Suppose we restrict our polynomials in the above definitions to homogeneous 
ones. For any admissible ordering <' on terms, Guisti (1984) defines the function D(n, d) 
as above, except hat the GrSbner bases are relative <'. Guisti give upper bounds for 
S(n, d) (or S2(n, d) in his notation) and D(n, d), where the underlying admissible ordering 
is the total-degree l xicographical ordering. He also shows bounds for these functions 
under generic oordinates.t But in the following we only discuss the non-homogeneous 
case. 
The known bounds for these functions are as follows: following the lead of Hermann 
(1926), upper bounds for l(n, d) have been provided by Seidenberg (1974), Mayr & 
Meyer (1982) and Masser & Wiistholz (1983). The sharpest result, 
l(n, d) < (2d) 2", 
may be deduced from Masser & Wiistholz (1983, proposition in chapter 4). This bound 
applies to S(n, d) as well: 
S(n, d) <- (2d) 2''. 
One may deduce the lower bounds I(n, d)>-d 2'" from Mayr & Meyer (1982), and 
S(n, d)>-d 2'' from Bayer & Stillman (1982), where m = n/ lO-  O(1). In this paper we 
prove that for n, d sufficiently large, 
S(n ,d )~d 2''', [(n, d)>-d 2''', 
where m ~ n/2. 
Following earlier work by Quisti (1984) and MiSller & Mora (1984), the sharpest upper 
bound for Grrbner bases degree comes from Dub6 (1988): 
D(n,d)<_d 2''. 
Double exponential lower bounds for the related function D<,(n, d), for any degree- 
compatible admissible orderings <', follows from the work of Huynh (1986) and Mora 
&Moller (1984). Here D<,(n, d) is defined as for D(n, d) except he Grrbner bases are 
relative to <'. In Yap (1988), we proved a sharp lower bound on D<,(n, d) based on the 
construction i  this paper. With B. Sturmfels (unpublished), we proved the inequality 
D(n, d) >- D<,(n, d), 
i" See Note added in proof where his relation D(n, d)~ S(n, d) for generic coordinates is exploited. 
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for any degree-compatible <'. Thus we obtain a lower bound on D(n, d). Alternatively, 
a lower bound on D(n, d) can be obtained using the following inequalityt 
D(n, d)>-S(n, d). 
It is interesting that this also shows that Dub6's upper bound of d 2'' applies to S(n, d), 
thus improving the bound of Masser-Wiistholz.~ 
In view of its applications (including possible xtended applications to generalizations 
of Gr fbner  bases), it is useful to find simple-to-understand constructions. At least the 
basic form of our construction (section 3, compressed rules) has this property. The 
constructions in Mayr & Meyer (1982) and also here can be viewed as attempts to convert 
what is essentially a reversible non-deterministic computing device (as represented by a 
Thue system) into a deterministic one--such constructions go back to Post (1947). 
This paper is organized as follows: section 2 establishes some terminology. In section 
3, we describe a commutative Thue system So that counts up to d 2", and section 4 proves 
that So has certain uniqueness properties. Sections 5 and 6 give successive modifications 
St (i = 1, 2, 3) to So. That successive systems S;+~ has certain desired properties i made 
transparent by the technique of"embedding" into S~+~ another system S~ with the desired 
properties. This approach also has the advantage of exposing the different ideas that go 
into the final Thue system. Section 7 describes a general technique to embed a given 
commutative Thue system S into another system S' with a smaller number of "flag 
variables". When applied to the system S 2 we obtain our final system S~ that uses 
2n + O(x/-ff) variables and has O(n) rules, each of size d + O(1). We conclude in section 
8, proving the stated lower bounds on I(n, d) and S(n, d). 
2. Preliminaries 
Let 2 = {X~, . . . ,  X~} be an alphabet where each X, is called a (commutative) variable. 
Let ~e denote the free commutative monoid generated by ~. An element w of ~ is 
called a (commutative) word and w can be regarded as a function 
w:g--> N, 
where N is the set of  non-negative integers. For X ~ Y., call w(X) the X-degree of w and 
denote it by degx(w).  We prefer to write w in the form 
W = I~ ~('degx (w) egxl(w) x .e~. n • - - ,  , =x ld  degx2(,v) . ,  ydeg  x (w) 
i=l  
Let F_~ E and w, v E E ~. Define degr(w) to be Y.x ~r degx (w). If F = ~, then deg~(w) is 
simply denoted deg(w). The unique word w~X ~ with deg(w)=0 is denoted (without 
fear of confusion) by "1". We say w is linear in F if degr(w) = I. We say w divides v, 
denoted wlv , if for all X s 5~, degx(w)<-degx(v). 
A (commutative) semi-Thue system (over ~) is a finite set S of pairs in ~.  Each pair 
(c~, f l )~ S is called a rule (or production). S is called a (commutative) Thue system if 
(or,/~) ~ S implies (/3, a )c  S. (Henceforth we drop the term "commutative" in all our 
terminology, since it is understood.) Call (/3, a) the reverse of  (a, fl). Also/3 and a are 
(respectively) called the precondition and postcondition of the rule (a,/3). 
Given words v, w, we write 
v --> w (rood S) 
5" See Note added in proof. 
¢ See Note added in proof concerning the current best upper bound in Lazard (to appear). 
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if for some (a,  f l )eS  and yeZ ~, we have v=ya and w=y~.  We also call "v~w"  a 
transition (of  S). The reflexive, transitive closure of ~ (mod S) is denoted a_~ (rood S). 
A sequence 
D=(w,,  w2,..., wk) 
(also written D : w~ ~ . • • --> Wk or D : wl "~ Wk) where w~ e 'Y,~ (k -> 1) is called a derivation 
of  S f rom wl to Wk i f  Wi--> w;+a(mod S) for i = 1, . . . ,  k -  1. The derivation has a repetition 
if w~ = wj for some 1 --< i < j  <_ k; this instance of repetition is trivial if i = j  - 2. A derivation 
is repetition.free if it has no repetition; it is simple if it has no trivial repetition. Clearly 
only simple derivations are of interest, and this is often implicit in our discussion. A 
repetition-free derivation D : w -~ w' is said to be unique if it is the only repetition-free 
derivation f rom w to w'. We say D is strongly unique if for all repetition-free derivations 
D':  w -~ u where w'[ u, we have that u = w' and D'  = D. A word w is recursive if there 
is a non-trivial (i.e., at least one transition step) simple derivation from w to some w' 
such that w [ w'; otherwise it is non-recursive. Note that possibly w = w' here. 
In this paper,  for each system S, we are interested in derivations from a distinguished 
word wo explicitly associated with S. We call w0 the initial assertion of S and words 
derivable from the initial assertion are called assertions of S. (This terminology is from 
Post, 1947.) 
3. Compressed Rules for a Counter 
We describe a simple construction of a "quadratic ounter" that will be improved upon 
in later sections. 
CONSTANTS. Throughout his construction, we fix the integers n --- 1 and d -> 2. We also 
define ed(k)  = e(k) := d 2k for all k->0. Observe that e(k+ 1) = e(k)  2. 
VARIABLES. There are two types of variables. 
1. Accumulator  variables: Ak, B k (k = 0, 1, . . . ,  n). 
2. Flag variables: Fk[cOlour] (k = 1 . . . .  , n; colour~ {inc, dec, pass}). 
Let ~Eo denote this set of 5n+2 variables. Each variable belongs to some level k (its 
subscript) which is an integer between 0 and n. The colours are read "increment", 
"decrement"  and "pass",  respectively. We are mainly interested in commutative words 
of  the fol lowing form: 
m o I~ w = Ao °Bo ° A'~B~Fk[COlOUrk], 
k~l  
where too, no, ink, nk >--0 and mo+ n0-- d. We call such words well-formed. 
So a well-formed word is linear in {Fk[inc], Fk[dec], Fk[pass]} for each k = 1, . . . .  n. 
For 1 ~ k~ n and k-----l-- < n + 1, we use the abbreviation: 
I--I 
Fk.,[colour] ---- I-[ Fi[colour]. 
i=k 
Thus Fk, k[c01our] = 1. The following well-formed word is designated the initial assertion 
w0 := Ad Fl.~+l[inc]. 
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We now present he rules, which naturally fall under two groups: 
START RULES. 
(S1)k 
(s2)~ 
(k = 1, 2 . . . .  , n) 
Ao Ft'ktPass]Fl'Cinc3 > BoA~ 
F~ k[pass:lFt [0ee] 
AoB~ ........ ' ~ Bo 
("increment rule"), 
("decrement rule"). 
FINISH RULES. (k  = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n - 1) 
(F1)k Bao Fl,k[ dec]Fk[ inc] ~ A ao F~.k[inc]Fk[pass] 
(F2)k B~Fl,k[dec]Ak e~[pa~ A~oFl.k[inc]Bk 
(F3)k B~Fl.k[dec]Fk[pass]Ak --~AaoFl.k[inc]Fk[dee]Bk 
Let (So, Eo) denote the Thue system corresponding to these rules. 
( " inc~pass  rule"), 
( "pass~pass  rule"), 
( "pass~dec  rule"). 
REMARK. We write the rule (~,/3) as a-->/3 above to be suggestive of the " forward" 
direction of applying the rules. But one must remember that we are describing a Thue 
system, so the reverse rule/3 --> ~ is also implied. A derivation that only uses the forward 
(resp. reverse) rules will be called a forward (resp. reverse) derivation; otherwise the 
derivation is mixed. Furthermore, a rule of the form a~/-->/3 7 may be written as 
? 
c~ ---~/3 
as in the rulest (S1) and ($2). Since y is unchanged, we call (any subword of) it a 
"catalyst" for such a rule. In this and the next section, all transitions ---~, -~ are understood 
to be (mod So). Notice the finish rules are not defined for k = n. 
Let us briefly comment on the rules: the forward start rules at level k are all dependent 
on the catalyst F,,k[pass] and in each case converts an occurrence of Ao to B0. Rule (S1), 
in the presence of the catalyst Fk[inc], increments the accumulator Ak by d: in this, we 
see that the pass flag F~[pass] at levels i = 1 to i = k -  1 each signals that the accumulator 
As should be ignored. Rule ($2) is the counterpart of  (S1) where the flag Fk[dec] signals 
the decrementing of accumulator Bk by d. 
We similarly note the salient features of the forward finish rules: in each case, the 
subword B~ transforms to Ao a. Furthermore, the initial block of "decrement flags" 
F,,k[dec] is converted to F,.k[inc]. Hence differences among the finish rules hinge on the 
flag at level k: in ease of (F1), the flag is Fk[inc] and we convert it to Fk[pass]. In the 
case of (F2), the flag Fk[pass] acts only as a catalyst for converting an Ak into a Bk. In 
(F3), we convert Fk[pass] to Fk[dec], and at the same time convert an Ak to a Bk. Thus 
the flag variable at level k is transformed by these rules in a cyclic fashion 
inc ~ pass ~ dec ~ inc 3 . '  '. 
Stated more precisely: in any forward derivation, the flag variable at each level transforms 
cyclically as indicated. 
t We call, for instance, ($1) a "rule" even though it is really a family of n rules parameterized byk; this 
abuse of language should be harmIess. 
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Clear ly the rules preserve wel l - formedness of words. In particular, all assertions are 
wel l - formed.  To see these rules in action, it is best to fol low the proo f  o f  the fol lowing 
lemma:  
LEMMA. 1. Let 1 <<-k<_ I < _ n and w be any commutative word. 
(a)k.i (Increment) Let u~ = wAd F~.k[inc]Fkd[pass]Ft[inc]. Then there is a forward derivation 
ut -~, u~ where 
u~ = wBgA~g~F~,~[dec]F~3[pass]F~[inc]. 
The first and last rules in this derivation are start rules. 
(b)e,i (Decrement) Let vi--wAdoB~Ck~F~.k[inc]Fkd[pass]Fl[dec]. Then there is a forward 
derivation v~ --% v~ where 
v~ = wBao Fl.k[ deC] Fk3[pass]F~[ dec]. 
The first and last rules in this derivation are start rules. 
PROOF. Let k = 1. Part  (a) consists of  d appl icat ions of  rule (S1)t, and part  (b) consists 
o f  d appl icat ions o f  rule (S2)t. Now assume k > 1. 
(a)k., 
wAg Fl,k[inc]Fk, l[pass]Fl[inc] = u 1 
ind~.lk_,.~_,, wBgA~(_1~ F1 , k-,[ deC]Fk-l[inc]Fkd[pass]Fl[inc] = Uz 
(F1) 
wA~A~'21-1~l%k-OincJl~k-~tpassJt~'k,t[passJl"i[incJ" °'~ ~ " " - -  " " - - "  "--" " = u3 i 
ind(a~_,.( wBaA~.Q~_l)A~Ck_llFl,k_l[deC]Fk_l.l[pass]Ft[inc] = U4 
(F2) 
ind(a)~, t I 
wAg A~( l~- l  Bk-,AT~k-l~ Fl.k-l[inc]Fk-,,l[pass]Fl[inc] = u5 
B d e(k~l ) - I  2e(k - l )  w oAk-i Bk-lAI Fl,k-l[dec]Fk-ld[pass]Ft[mc] = u6 
i~d(")5-,. ~
(by e(k -1) -2  more appl icat ions of last 2 steps) 
d e(k  1) 1 e (k )  wBoAk-lBk-~- - At " Fl,k-l[dec]Fk-i,t[pass]Ft[inc] ---- U 7 
fF3) 
) 
ind(b  }t,- i .~.-t 
)- 
wAaoB~('IIA~(kJFL,k-l[inc]Fk-t[dec]Fk3[pass]Ft[inc] = u8 
wBg A~Ckl Fl,k-l[ dec]Fk_l[ dec]Fk, l[pass ]Fl[inc] = u'l . 
The induct ive invocations of the lemma are labelled " ind(a)"  or " ind(b)" .  
(b)k,/: We omit  the similar derivation. The only difference is that all the inductive 
invocat ions o f  " ind(a)k-~3" are replaced by " ind(b)k_ l f ' .  Q.E.D. 
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We shall call any prefix of  the derivations (a) or (b) in the proof  of  this lemma a 
standard erivation (at level k). To understand how the system may deviate from standard 
derivations, we consider the "ambiguities" that arise when the precondition o f  a rule R 
subsumes the precondit ion of another rule R'. This would mean that whenever R is 
applicable, so is R', causing non-determinism in derivations. In general, non-determinism 
arises even when the rules are not ambiguous in this sense. But in So, such ambiguities 
are the only cause o f  deviation from our intended or standard erivations. Of course, we 
must consider the reverse rules when describing ambiguities. 
FORWARD AMBIGUITIES. Among the forward rules, the only source of  ambiguity arises 
from the fact that both (F2) and (F3) have the same preconditions. 
REVERSE AMBIGUITIES. Among the reverse rules, the only ambiguity arises because the 
precondition o f  reverse (F2) subsumes the precondit ion of  reverse (F1). 
MIXED AMBIGUITIES. Finally, consider ambiguities involving a forward and a reverse 
rule. The problem here is essentially caused by the case k = 1. Thus the precondit ion for 
rule ($1)1 is subsumed by the postcondit ion of  the finish rules (Fm)a (for m = 1, 2, 3 and 
l -2 ) .  Similarly, the postcondit ion of rule ($2)1 is subsumed by the precondit ion o f  the 
finish rules (Fm)~ (for m = 1, 2, 3 and />-2). It turns out that these mixed ambiguities are 
harmless for our purposes.t  
We shall analyse the consequences of ambiguities while proving the Basic Lemma next. 
4. Uniqueness Properties 
I f  we apply Lemma l(a) to the initial assertion w0 with the parameters k = I = n, we 
get the word 
w~ := BgA~,(~Fl.,[dec]F,l[inc]. 
We call woo the final assertion. The next lemma shows that this derivation is unique. For 
the proof, the fol lowing properties of  So are often implicit (cf. the list of  ambiguities in 
the previous section): let w be any well-formed word. 
Rule (F2) is applicable to w if and only if rule (F3) is applicable to w. I f  both are 
applicable, then no other rules apply; if both are non-applicable, then there is at most 
one forward rule applicable to w. 
I f  reverse (F2) is applicable to w, then reverse (F1) is (but no other reverse rules are) 
applicable to w. I f  reverse (F2) is not apphcable, then there is at most one reverse rule 
applicable to w. 
t The fact that the postcondition of (Fm)t subsumes the precondition of (S1)t means that Following an 
application of(Fro)t, we can immediately apply rule (S1)~. But the reader may check that in standard erivations, 
we always apply rule (S1)~ right after rule (Fm)lI Similarly, that the precondition of rule (Fm)s subsumes the 
postcondition of($2) I means that, whenever rule (Fm) t is applicable, so is the reverse of ($2) t. But in standard 
derivations, we only apply rule (Fro) I after an application of rule ($2)~. Hence it is impossible to deviate from 
standard behaviour using this ambiguity: it would mean that we apply reverse ($2) I instead of (Fm)t. But this 
would give a non-simple derivation. 
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For any word w, define the level of w to be the smaIIest k = 0, 1, . . . ,  n, such for some 
variable X ~ {Ak, Bk, Fk[inc], F~[pass], Fk[dec]} at level k, we have degx(w)> 0. 
LEMMA 2 (Basic Lemma). Let 1 <- k < - I<_ n and let w~, w'~ be commutative words of level 
at least k and the following are well-formed words: 
u, := w~AgFl.k[inc], u~ := w~BgFl.~[dec]. 
(a)k,t (Forward Derivation). Let 
Dl : ul -% u~ 
be a simple derivation such that the first transition in D~ is a forward one and u'~ is the only 
word in D 1 divisible by BodFl,,[dee] Then D1 is unique and a standard derivation, and 
moreover: 
(a.1),,i I f  F,,t[pass]~[inc] [ wl then wlATCk)= w~, i.e., the accumulator At has increased by 
e(k). 
(a.2)~,t I f  Fk.l[pass]Fl[dec][w~ then w~ = w~B~ (k~, i.e., the accumulator Bi has decreased by 
e(k). 
(b)k,t (Backward Derivation). Let 
D2: u~ ~ ul 
be a simple derivation such that the first transition in D2 is a reverse one and u~ is the only 
word in D2 divisible by AoaFl,k[dec]. Then D2 is unique and the reverse of a standard 
derivation, and moreover: 
(b,1)k;t I f  Fkj[pass]Fl[inc]lw~ then w~ = wlA~ (k), i.e., the accumulator At has decreased by 
e(k). 
(b.2)k,t I f  Fk.l[pass]Ft[dec]lw[ then w~B7 (*) = wl, i.e., the accumulator Bl has increased by 
e(k). 
PROOF. The result is easy to check for k = 1. So assume k > 1. 
(a.1)k.l We shall be referring to the words u~ ( i= 1 , . . . ,  8) defined in the standard 
derivation in the proof of  Lemma l(a). By assumption, Fk.~[pass]F1[inc][w~, and the 
word ul in this lemma and ul in Lemma l(a) are identified by assuming 
wl = wFkj[pass]Fl[inc]. 
Since BgFI,k[dec]Iu~, there must be a first word xl in the derivation Da in which 
B0~Fl,k-l[dec] [xx. By the induction hypothesis (a.1)k-Lk-l, Xl has the form of u2: 
u, = w 1BaoA~'l)Fl,k_l[dec]Fk_j[inc]. 
So the prefix of Dt that derives u2 is standard and unique. In particular, the last rule 
applied to get u2 is a forward start rule. Now two rules are applicable to u2 : (F1)k_~ and 
some reverse start rule. But this reverse start rule is excluded since otherwise we get a 
non-simple derivation (it is easily checked: a forward start rule followed by a reverse 
start rule gives a non-simple derivation). Thus the word after u2 in D~ must be obtained 
d ! by applying rule (F1)k-l. This word is us. Since BoF~,k_~[dec][ u~ but not uj, there is a 
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first word x2 after u3 in D~ such that BgF~.k_~[dec][x2. Also the rule applied to u3 must 
be a forward one. By induction hypothesis (a.1)k-~,~, we conclude that x2 is the same 
as u 4. 
Now un = x3(0) where 
x3(i ) := , 12 dAe(k-1)-IDt A (i+l)e(k-l)lSi' rdecl F rnassl 
n, lX.10-"Xk- 1 .Ok - l . "x  I I 1 ,k - lk  J k - l l . l "  d, 
i = 0 , . . . ,  e(k -  1). Assume in general that x3(i) has just been derived by a forward start 
transition. In that case, if i = e(k -  1) then there are no rules applicable to x3(i), so assume 
i < e (k -  1). Then we could apply either rule (F2)k-i or rule (F3)k-i to x~(i). 
Case 1. If we apply (F3) to x3(i) we get 
,,, AdAe(k -1 ) - - i - l l~ i+ l  A ( i+ l )e (k -1 ) l~  I - :_~- IF,  rdecq 
X4 ~ w'vl.-"x0/-atk-- 1 .Ok_ l , "x  I I l ,k- l [ . l l l l .~J k - l l .  J" 
But then we may apply induction (a.2)k_l,k_ 1 (since only a forward rule now applies to 
x4) which implies B[(_k-1)[x4. This implies i = e(k -  1) - 1. 
Case 2. If we apply (F2) to x3(i), we get 
• AdAe(k - l ) - - i - tD i+ l  A ( iWl )e (k - -1 ) lS ,  F~-~' IF j  r~assq 
XS~--- r~,l~10,,--Xk_ 1 .Ok_l.r..'x I ~t 1,k_lLJ. lttaj k - l L l J  j .  
If the next rule applied is a forward rule, then by induction (a.1)k-l.i, we get x3(i+ 1). 
We claim that this is the only possibility. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that the 
rule applied to x5 is a reverse rule. Then it must be reverse (F1)k-~, giving us 
,j, DdAe(k -1 ) - - i - l o i+ l  A ( i+ l )e (k -1 )K ,  rA l -c ' l F i  rinea 
X6 ~= rVla.S0z"Xk_ 1 .Ok_l.r'x I ~t l,k-l l .t.-t~ J k - l L  dl. 
Observe that no forward rule is applicable to x6. Since the flag Fk_~[inc] must subsequently 
change, and this can only occur as a result of applying a finish rule (Fm)j or its reverse 
(for some m = 1, 2, 3 and j -> k -  1). This means that there is a first word x7 after x6 such 
that AgFl.k-l[inc] Ix7. By induction (b,1)k_l,k_t, this means Aek(--k1-1~ divides x6. Clearly a 
contradiction. 
We conclude from the analysis of these two cases that starting from u4 = x3(0), we must 
repeatedly apply the sequence of  rules, 
[(F2)k-l, induction (a.1)k-l,I] 
for e(k -1) -1  times, yielding x3(e(k -1 ) -  1); finally, we apply rule (F3)k-~, giving us 
Us. From this, we can invoke induction (a.2)k-:.k-~ to get u~, exactly as in the standard 
derivation. Since all the steps are forced, this is unique. 
(a.2)k,t Similar to part (a.1). 
(b)kj We only prove case (b.1)u,t. So Fk, l[pass]Fj[inc][ w~, and we will try to show that 
D2 is the reverse of the standard derivation in Lemma 1. Instead of u~,. . . ,  u8 of the 
proof in Lemma 1, we define v l , . . . ,  vs by 
vt := uiw~ ( wA~tk~ Fk3[pass ] Ft[inc ]) -1. 
Note that w[ ul, by definition of ui. For instance, 
! d e (k - l )  " F vs= wlAoBk-1 Fl.k-l[mc] k-l[dec]. 
It is not clear that the vis are well-defined words; they would all be clearly well-defined 
if 
which we will show. But vs, v7 are well-defined in any case. 
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Starting from u~ = w~B~oFi,k[dec], we may invoke induction (b.2)k--l,k--1 to get to vs. 
Then reverse (F3)k-I is forced and we get to 
I d e (k -1 ) - I  V7 = WlBoAk_1Bk_1 Fl.k_l[dec]Fk-i[pass]. 
Now either rule (F2)k-i or some reverse rule applies to vT. 
First assume that rule (F2)k-~ is applied to vT, giving 
' tAdDe(k - -1 )~ '  r i -c3+ r,,ass] 
XSI= Wl . , "~.0Dk_  1 , t l , k_ l l "  IL j~t 'k_ lL l . ,  j ,  
I f  a reverse rute were applied to x8 then this is reverse (F1)k-1 giving us 
! d e (k - l l  Xg: = wlBoBk-1 Fl.k-l[dec]Fk-l[lnc]. 
Now only a reverse rule is applicable to xg, and we can apply induction (b.1)k_l,k_ l 
a~Ck-1) divides Xg, contradiction. So a forward rule is applied to xs. Since which implies ,~g-1 
Fk-l[pass] in x8 must change as some later point, we argue as before that BdF~.k_~[dec] 
divides some subsequent word Xlo. But then induction (a.1)k-~.~ implies that x8 leads to 
,lauldDe(k--l)Ae(k--1)12? rd~l~ r.,assl 
Xl l  :~--- Wl J t~ 0 .Ok_  1 z-x/ • q ,k - l l .  K;~, J J t 'k- - lL I J  j ,  
But now we are stuck. 
Hence we can assume that some reverse rule is applied to vT. Then by induction 
(b.1)k-L/ we know that A~(k-1) lv 7 and we arrive at the word 
I d e (k -1 ) - I  -a (k - l )  " F~ x12: = wlAoAg-lBg-i AI Fa,k-l[mc] k-l[pass]. 
Note that x12 = x~3 (1) where 
wlAoAk-lBk-1 At Fl,k-l[lnC]Fk-l[pass]. xla(i):= ' d i ~(k-~)-~ -,'.~(k-1) • 
In general assume that x~3(i) occurs in /)2. In particular, this means that Ai'~(g-~)Jw~ 
(i.e., x~3(i) is well-defined). Further assume that x13(i) had been obtained by applying a 
reverse start rule (this is true of x12 = x~3(1)). So the only rules applicable to x~a(i) are 
reverse (F1)k_l or reverse (F2)k-1. 
(i) I f  it is known that reverse (F2)k-1 is next applied to x~3(i) then we can apply 
induction (b.1)k-l j  to conclude that X13(i-t-l) occurs in D2. But note that reverse (F2) 
cannot be applied to x~3(e(k-1)). 
(ii) I f  reverse (F1)k-i is applied to x13(i) then we get to 
! d i e (k -1 ) - i  - i .e (k - - l )  xl4( i) := WlBoAk-IBk-1 AI Fl,k-l[ dec]Fk-l[lnc]. 
Now only a reverse rule applies to x~4(i) and by induction (b.1)k_~,~_l, we see that 
Ae(k- l )  .~. fi~ This implies that i=e(k -1 ) .  But x~(e(k-1))  is v2. k-1  "v I ,:1- k / "  
From (i) and (ii), we conclude: starting from x~3(1) in D:,  we must repeatedly apply 
the sequence of reverse rules 
[reverse (F2)k-t, induction (b.1)k-13] 
for e (k -1 ) - I  times, yielding x~a(e(k-1)). Finally we apply reverse (F1) to give v2. 
From v2, we invoke induction (b.1)k-Lk-~ to get to vl. This proves our lemma. Q.E.D. 
The following shows that So is (with some simple modifications) counting up to the 
double-exponential number e(n). 
COROLLARY 3. If D: Wo -% w is repetition-free and BgF~,,[dec][ine]lw then D is unique 
and w is the final assertion woo. In other words, D is strongly unique. 
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PROOF. Only a forward rule can be applied to Wo, and there is a first word x in D such 
that B e F~,n [dec] F. [inc] I x. By the Basic Lemma (a)n.n, x has the form of the final assertion, 
w~ = Bg A~.l")Fl..[dec]F~[inc]. 
Moreover, the derivation cannot be extended beyond x (recall that the finish rules do 
not include the case k = n). So x is indeed equal to w. The uniqueness of D follows from 
the uniqueness of standard derivations. Q.E.D. 
We need another basic property. 
LEMMA 4. The initial assertion Wo--Ao~ F~.,+~[inc] is non-recursive. 
PROOF. Under the assumption that we have a non-trivial simple derivation D : Wo -~ 
where wol~, we force D to trace through the computation path of a standard derivation 
and derive a contradiction. We will rely heavily on the analysis of the proof of the Basic 
Lemma. Invocations of parts of the Basic Lemma are denoted "ind(a.1)kf', etc, for 
appropriate k, L We also refer to the words ul . . . .  , us, x~,. . .  ,x7 used in the proof  of 
the Basic Lemma. We assume that u~ there is equal to Wo. 
We proceed as follows. Any derivation starting from w0 begins with a forward rule. 
Suppose that k = 1 . . . .  , n is the smallest level such that D does not modify the flag at 
level k. It is clear that k->2. Since the flag at level k -1  is initially Fk_~[inc], and the 
only rule that changes Fk_t[inc] is rule (F1)k-~, we conclude that D must have a first 
word Yl such that BaFl,k_l[dec]Fk_~[inc]lyl. By ind(a.1)k-l,k-l, the prefix of D up to 
y~ is a standard derivation ~ind y~ must be equal to u2. After applying rule (F1)k_l, we 
get u3. Since the flag at level k -1  of u.~ must subsequently change (since Fk_~[inc]lff), 
some finish rule at level j >-k -1  must be applied. This means some subsequent word is 
divisible by BgF~.k_t[dec]. Only a forward rule is applicable to u3. So we may invoke 
ind(a.1)k_t,k to get to u4 (assuming l = k). 
Now u4 has the general form of x3(i). The two cases are again applicable. Case 1, 
where we apply (F3) to x3(i) to get x4: since the flag at level k -1  is not coloured [inc], 
we can again invoke ind(a.2)k_t.k-~ which implies i = e(k -  1) - 1. Case 2, where we apply 
(F2) to x3(i) to get xs: if we next apply a backward rule to xs, it must be reverse (F1), 
yielding x6. Now only a backward rule apply to x6 and since we eventually must reach 
a word divisible by AgF~,k[inc], we may invoke ind(b.1)k_~.k_l to get a contradiction. 
This means only a forward rule is applicable to x3(i) and after invoking ind(a.1)k_~.k we 
get to x3( i+l) .  
Again we conclude from cases 1 and 2 that we must eventually reach us. Only a forward 
rule is applied to us. Since the flag of us at level k -1  must eventually change, we can 
again invoke ind(a.1)k_~,k_~ to yield u'~. But note that from u[ there is only rule (F1)k 
that applies. But this rule modifies the flag at level k, a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
5. Expanded Rules 
We define the size of a rule (a,/3) to be max(deg(a),  deg(fl)}. The rules (a, fl) in the 
Thue system So can have size l ineart in n, i.e., max{deg(a), deg(~)} = d+l-l(n). In this 
t The sizes of our rules are of the form d +f(n) where f(n) is some function. We deem the size dependence 
on d as natural: d may be viewed as the maximum degree of any variable in the rules. Thus we say the size 
of the rules is (say) linear or constant, depending only on whether the function f(n) is linear or constant. 
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section, we convert So to an essentially equivalent system S~ whose rules have constant 
sizes, i.e., 
deg(t~) = d + O(1), deg(/3) = d + O(1). 
To achieve this, we introduce n new variables 
L~, L2, • •., Ln 
called level variables. Let E~ = Eo w {L~, . . . ,  L, }. The start rules (S 1)-($2) are replaced by: 
(T0)k Lk Fk[vasslA° Lk+l (k = 1 , . . . ,  n -  1), 
(T1)k LkAo F~[~,~]  L, BoA~ (k= 1 . . . .  , n), 
(T2)k LkAoB~ Vktd~] > L1Bo (k=l , . . . ,n ) .  
Intuitively, we see that the start rules can be simulated by the new rules (T0)-(T2). 
Roughly speaking, rule (S1) k is simulated by the sequence 
F I [pass] F~. [inc] 
L1Ao ~ L2Ao ~ .. . . . .  ~ LkAo ~ L1BoAd,. 
(TO) t (T0) 2 (T0)k-  1 (T1 }k 
Similarly, the finish rules (F1)-(F3) become, for k= 1, 2 , . . . ,  n -1 :  
(GO)~ 
(G1)k 
LkFk[dec] Bg ~ Lk÷lFk[inc], 
LkBdo Fk[inc] ----> L iA ao Fk[pass], 
(G2)k LkBgAk Fh[pass] * LiAdoBk, 
(G3)k LkBdo Fk[pasS ]Ak "-~ L1A ao Fk[ dec]Bk .
For instance, (F3)k (k-->2) is simulated by: 
L,Bd Fl,k[dec]Fk[pass]A k ~o~ L2BdoFl[inc]F2.k[dec]Fk[pass]A k 
(k -2 )  more applications of (GO) 
~co~ LkBaoFl.k[inc]Fk[pass]Ak 
(G3) 
- LiAdoFl.k[inc]Fk[dec]Bk . 
Let the Thue system S~ over ~1 refer to the set of rules (T0)-(T2), (G0)-(G3) and their 
reverses. Evidently, we intend well-formed words of S~ to be linear in {L~ . . . . .  L,}. We 
define a word to w' e E~ to be well-formed if and only if w' = Lkw for some k = 1 , . . . ,  n 
and w ~ ~:o $ is well-formed in the original sense. 
Define the injective function ¢o that takes a word w e ~o ~of So to the word Co(w) = L~ w 
:Z~. The words of the form Co(w) are called standard words of S~. In particular, we have 
the standard words ¢o(Wo):= LlAgFl.,+t[inc] and qSo(W~o):= L1BaoA~(")Fl.,[dec]F,[inc]. 
We define &o(Wo) to be the initial assertion of S~. 
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DEFINITION. Given two Thue systems (S,£) and (S', E'), we say that S is embedded in
S' via a map ~b if ~b is an injective function and it maps assertions of S to the assertions 
of S' such that the initial assertion w0 of S is mapped to the initial assertion w~ of S' by 
~b, and the following holds. In general, relative to an embedding function ~b of S in S', 
call a word of S' standard if it is of the form O(w). Then: 
(a) If u --> w is a transition of S where u is an assertion, then there is a unique derivation 
D'=(~(u), w~,..., wm,' ~(w)) 
! of S'. Moreover, w~, . . . ,  w,, are distinct non-standard words. 
(b) Conversely, if D '= (~b(u), w~, . . . ,  w~, ~b(w)) is a derivation of S' where u, w are 
assertions of S and w~, . . . ,  w'm are non-standard words then u --> w is a transition of S. 
The following is tedious but routine: 
LEMMA 5. Let Si be embedded in S~+~ via dpi , for i = 1, 2. 
1. The embedding relation is transitive: $1 is embedded in $3 via q~2(gbl). 
2. Uniqueness of derivation is hereditary: if w, w' are assertions of S~ and there is a 
unique derivation of $1 from w to w' then there is a unique derivation of $2 from fb~( w) to 
~,(w'). 
We have the following result. 
LEMMA 6. 
1. The Thue system So is embedded in the system S~, via the map d?o defined above. 
2. I f  w is non-recursive in So, then dpo( W) is non-recursive in S~. 
We omit the easy proof. Suffices to note that the ambiguities of the original system is 
reflected in a natural way in $1. Also no new ambiguities appear. 
COROLLARY 7. I f  D : Lawo ~ L1 w is a repetition-free derivation of Sl and BaoFl,.[dec]lw, 
then D is unique and w is equal to w~. So, D is strongly unique. 
6. Winding Down, Cleaning Up 
In some applications, we also want to reverse the counting process, to "count down" 
from e(n). It is further convenient to assume that the initial and final assertions are single 
variables, Qo and Q~ respectively. We make such modifications to S~. 
Given a Thue system (S, "£.) with an initial assertion, a subset F_  Z is called a set of 
state variables if degr(w) = 1 for every assertion w of S, and degr(a) = degl-(/3) = 1 for 
every rule (a, fl) of S. For instance, {L~,. . . ,  L,} is a set of state variables for S~. We see 
that the embedding property can be made transparent by introducing state variables. In 
the following, the state variables will be denoted by the recta-symbol Q with suitable 
subscripts. We now introduce the Thue system ($2, ~2). The set ?~2 consists o f :~ together 
with the following set of state variables, 
{ Qo, Q~,, O~i~, Ooze, Q~}. 
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Each rule (5,/3) of $1 is added to $2 after first modifying it to (Qmioa, Qmid/3), i.e., by 
adding Qmid as a catalyst. A rule (R) of S~ that is modified in this way is denoted (R)'. 
For instance, rule (G1)' is 
LkBaoFk[inc] 0"$ L~AgFk[pass]. 
Using these rules, we have in particular 
Qmid¢o(Wo) -~ Qmid~b0(W~) (mod S,). 
Next, adding the following rules to $2 will enable the assertion Qm~d¢o(W~) to clear 
its An accumulator. 
"WIND~NG DOWN RULES" 
(Wl) An O~'aL"Bi' Bn, 
(W2) L, Bdo E,[inc] - -~  L~Ag F,[ dec]. 
To see these rules in action, note the following unique derivation: 
n d • e (n )  Qmid~bo(W~) ~ QrnldLn oFlm+l[lnc]A, (by n -1  applications of (GO)) 
CWl) d • e (n) - I  > Q,.idL.BoFl,.+l[lnc]A,~ B. 
: (by e (n) - I  further applications of (W1)) 
(W1) 
d • e (n}  > QmldL,~BoFl,,+l[lnC]B,, 
( W2 ) 
> QmidLiAaoFl.n[inc]Be(n)F.[dec]:= w~. 
by the analogue of the Basic Lemma (a.2), we eventually derive From this last word ' We~ )
in a unique way 
w~ := QmidL, BaF~,,+,[dec]. 
To allow the system to have unique starting and final variables, we introduce the following 
rules. 
(c1) 
(C2) 
(ca) 
(c4) 
(c5) 
(c6) 
"CLEANING UP  RULES"  
Oo "-~ Qt,~tL1A d , 
Lk Q'"", Lk÷~Fk[inc] (k = 1 , . . . ,  n -  1), 
QinitL,~ ~ QmidLlF,,[inc], 
QmiaL1Brd -"  QendLl, 
LkFk[dec ] 0,.~ Lk+l (k = 1 , . . . ,  n -  1), 
QendL,F,[dee] ----> Q~o. 
Clearly these rules yield the strongly unique derivations Qo ~ Qmid¢o(W0) and w~ -~ Q~. 
This completes the description of ($2, ~2). The initial assertion of S2 is defined to be Qo. 
To summarize, the rules of $2 are explicitly given by the list 
(T0)'-(T2)', (G0)'-(G3)', (W1)-(W2), (C1)-(C6). 
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It is easy to see that we may embed the system S~ in $2 via the following function ~b~ : 
for any word w of S~, let ~b~(w):---Qo if w is the initial assertion of S~; otherwise let 
q51(w) := Qr, idW. For convenience, let do := QmidLtWo. 
LEMMA 8. 
1. The system $2 has a strongly unique derivation D : Qo -% Q~o. Furthermore, the word 
4)l( Ll w~) = Q~,iaLl w,~ occurs in D. 
2. Qo is non.recursive. 
PROOF. 
1. This is an easy exercise. Note the intermediate words in the derivation: 
Oo -% Wo -% qSl(w~) 2-> w'~ -% w; -% O~. 
2. Consider any derivation D that shows that Qo is recursive, D : Qo -% uQo for some 
word u. It is not hard to see that we may obtain from D another derivation D':  do -% U~o. 
Hence it suffices to show that Wo is non-recursive. 
We already have shown that w0 is non-recursive using just the rules (T0)'-(T2)' ,  
(G0)'-(G3)'. Adding the rules (C1)-(C6) does not affect this fact. Hence, it must be the 
presence of (W1)-(W2). In order to apply these winding down rules, it is seen (using the 
Basic Lemma (a.1)) that we must arrive at the word Wo. Then we must apply rules 
(Wl)-(W2) to get to a word of the form z(i) := d • e (n) - - i  i QmiaLIAo Fl.,[mc]Fn[dec]A  Bn for 
some i=0, . . . ,  e(n). Of course z(e(n))= w ' .  We must next arrive at a word z' that is 
divisible by BodF1.,[dec]. By using Basic Lemma (a.2), this implies i = e(n) and z' is w~. 
The only rules applicable at w~ are those in (C4)-(C6) which necessarily lead us to Qo~. 
Now we are stuck. This contradicts the assumption that D '  arrives at U~o. Q.E.D. 
The number of variables in E2 is 6n+ O(1). We easily reduce this to 4n+ O(1) by 
observing that in any assertion w of $2, and for each k = 1 , . . . ,  n, the Lk-degree of w is 
0 or 1; likewise the {Fk[inc], Fk[pass], Fk[dec]}-degree of w is 0 or 1. Hence all occurrences 
of the variables 
Lk, Fk[inc], Fk[pass], Fk[dec], 
~t r_rT-, (i----0, 7) where Gk, Hk are in w can be encoded by a word of the form "-'k," k . . . ,  
new variables. The modifications to the rules of $2 are trivial. Call this system ($3, 5".3) 
with initial assertion Qo. It is easily checked that $2 is embedded in $3 via a suitable 
function q52. 
7. A Technique for Encoding Flag Systems 
Let E be a set of commutative variables and S a Thue system over ~, as usual with a 
given initial assertion. 
We say S hast parameters (b, n, d) if S has <-bn rules, IEI~ bn and each rule has size 
-<d + b. For example, the system S~ has parameters (7, n, d). 
Next, define a flag system for S with parameter b to be a subset F c_ E such that 
(1) each rule (o~,/3) E S satisfies deg,.(a/3) < b; and 
(2) each assertion w of S satisfies deg~(w)< b for each F E F. 
? Previously, only the parameters n, d, were explicit because we hid b in the big-Oh notation. 
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For instance, the following sets of symbols 
F, := {Fk[inc], Fk[pass], Fk[dec]: k = 1, . . . ,  n}, 
F2 :={L I , . . . ,  L,}, 
F3 := {Ao, B0}, 
are each a flag system for $2 with parameters 3, 3 and 2d + 1 (respectively). It is easy to 
see that the union of two flag systems with parameters b~ and b2 (respectively) is a flag 
system with parameter b, + b2. 
In this section we show this main technical result: 
THEOREM 9 (Flag Encoding). There is a universal constant e0> 0 such that the following 
holds. Let the Thue system (S, ~ ) have parameters ( b, n, d) and let F c_ Z be a flag system 
for S with parameter b. Then 
(a) S can be embedded (via some ¢*) in a Thue system (S',E') with parameters 
(c0b a, n, d). 
(b) Let r = ~[F]. Then ~E' = (Z - F) • F', where Ir'l < Co b3r and r' is a flag system for S' 
with parameter cob. 
(c) The embedding function ¢* satisfies: a word w' of S' has the form w'= ¢*(w) 
for some assertion w of S if and only if Q~t,nd~rd{ W' where Qst,,d,ra e F' is a distinguished 
state variable. There is a function f * :F~ (F') a~ such that for all assertions uv of S where 
u~F e and v~(]~-F )  e, 
¢*(uv) = Q~t,ndardf*(u)v, deg(f*(u))--< r+ b r deg(u). (1) 
The main point is that we can replace the flag system F with a new flag system F' that 
uses roughly square-root the original number of variables. The additional properties of 
¢* ensures the following: 
LEMMA 10. Let ¢* embed S in S' as in the above theorem. 
(a) lrf w is non.recursive in S and degr(w) =0 then qb*(w) is non-recursive in S'. 
(b) Suppose 
D:w -~" w' 
is a strongly unique derivation of S such that degr(w') = O. Then the corresponding derivation 
D': ¢*(w) -~ ¢*(w') 
of S' is strongly unique. 
PROOF. (a) We see that Qst,,d,raw{¢*(w) (by property (1)). If ¢*(w) derives some w' 
(rood S'), where ¢*(w)] w', then w' must have the form w'=¢*(u)  for some u. Hence 
w -~ u (mod S). But ¢*(w){ ¢*(u) implies w{u, contradicting the non-recursiveness of w. 
(b) By Lemma 5, we know that the existence of D implies the existence of a derivation 
D'  from ~b*(w) to ¢*(w') that is unique. It remains to prove strong uniqueness. Suppose 
for some word u' of S', we have D~:¢*(w) -~ u' and ¢*(w')lu'. From (1), we see 
Qstandarow'} q~*(W'). Then Qstandard [/,/' implies u' has the form u' = ¢*(u) for some assertion 
u of S. By definition of embedding, there is a derivation Dj of S from w to u. Note that 
Q~t,,d,~aw'[ 4~*(u) implies w'[ u. Since D is strongly unique, this shows u = w' and D, = D. 
Then u '= ¢*(w') and so D~ = D'. Q.E.D. 
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We apply this theorem to get: 
THEOREM 11. There is a universal constant ct>0 such that for all n >- 1, d >-2, there exists 
a commutative Thue system (S,,a,E,,a) such that 
(a) E,,d has at most 2n + cJ -n variables, S,.a has at most eln rules and each rule has 
size at most d + cl. 
(b) There are variables Qo, QooEY',,d such that there is a strongly unique derivation 
D~o: Qo -~ Qoo, and D contains a word w with deg(w) -> d + e(n). 
(c) Qo is non-recursive. 
PROOF. We apply Theorem 9 to the system ($2,E2). Recall that the set F1uF2 is a flag 
system for $2. Note that [F~ u r~l  = O(n) and there remain 2n + O(1) variables in E2-  
(FlwF2). Applying the theorem, we embed $2 in another Thue system (call it) S~ via 
some function ~b~. So S~ has 2n+ O(x/-ff) variables. Now $2 has a strongly unique 
derivation D from Qo to Qoo where Qo is non-recursive (Lemma 8). Applying the preceding 
lemma, Soo has a strongly unique derivation D' from qS~(Q0) to qb~(Qoo) where ~oo(Qo) 
is non-recursive. Since D contains the word ~b~(w~), D~ contains qSoo(~bl(w~)), which 
has degree >-d + e(n) (by property (1) and definition of w~o). Again by property (1), we 
see that deg(~b~o(Q0)) and deg(~boo(Qoo)) are r+ O(1), so that with additional O(r) = O(x/-n) 
variables and rules (each of size O(1)), we may assume D' is a subsequence of some 
derivation D~ that begins and ends with single variables (renamed as Qo, Qoo). Moreover, 
as in the proof of Lemma 10, D '  remains strongly unique and the new variable Qo is 
non-recursive. Q.E.D. 
This result will be used in the next section to obtain lower bounds on I (n, d) and 
S(n, d). But for the simulation of counter machines as in Mayr & Meyer (1982), the 
version stated in the abstract of this paper is needed. That version is easily obtained by 
applying Theorem 9 to the system St instead. 
In the rest of this section, we will prove Theorem 9. By adding dummy variables if 
necessary, we may assume that ]rl+ 1 is a perfect square, 
Ir l  + 1 = r 
for some integer > 0. We define the integer functions/z, v, where for any integer k, 
v(k) := k mod r. 
We shall only use these functions for k in the range k= 1,. . . , IFI ;  in this case k= 
~(k)r+ v(k). Our basic goal is to replace the flag system F by a set F' of size O(b3r). 
ON UNARY AND b-ARY COUNTERS 
A countert is a set of variables that encodes (in any assertion) a non-negative integer 
called the value of the counter. Our counters have preset upper limits, and there are rules 
to increment or decrement counter values provided we stay within the limits. Furthermore, 
we are able to test if this value is zero. In our construction, we will use two types of  counters. 
t This notion of "counters" is useful for explaining our construction, but it is not to be confused with the 
sense of "counting to e(n)" in the introduction. 
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The first is the b-ary counter that can count up to b r and which uses O(br) variables, 
O(br) rules where each rule has size O(1). Such b-ary counters are well-known (especially 
in the form o f  binary counters, where b = 2), the reader can easily construct he rules. Of 
course, counters are not used in isolation but interact with other subsystems (including 
other counters) within a Thue system. To illustrate this interaction, it may be worthwhile 
explaining what it means to increment such a counter: we would enter a prearranged 
" increment"  state f rom which we apply rules to modi fy  the assertion until the value of  
the counter  is incremented, whereupon we enter a "done"  state. I f  the increment would 
exceed the preset limit, then we will eventually enter an "error" state without modifying 
the counter  value. Moreover the following critical property may be assured: in any 
derivation starting from the " increment" state, assuming that the first transition is in the 
" fo rward"  direction,t hen these derivations into the "done"  or "error"  states are unique 
and mutual ly  exclusive. The reader may convince himself of  this. Similar conventions 
govern the decrementing or test-for-zero. 
The second type o f  counter is the unary counter. In some sense, they are much simpler: 
we use only two variables, say D', D", to encode the counter value. Then the value m -> 0 
is encoded as the word (D')m(D") "~ .... where m* is the preset limit for the counter. The 
rule to increment and decrement such counters are trivial: thus the 
D '  ~ D" 
would decrement the value, in the presence of a suitable catalyst a (which presumably 
includes an " increment"  state variable for this counter). Unfortunately, testing for  zero 
is non-trivial. It turns out that in our applications, we may assume that m* = b r. In this 
case, with the help o f  a b-counter that counts to b r, we can initialize such unary counters 
and per form zero-tests on them. 
So, unary counters are very economical  if we do not count the auxiliary b-ary counters 
needed to initialize them and for  zero-tests. The key to our simulation is the observation 
that we can share the binary counter with as many unary counters as we want. Let us 
see this in slightly more detail. Say the ith (i = 1, 2 , . . . )  unary counter is encoded by the 
pair o f  variables D~, D,'.' as above. Suppose we want to initialize this counter to the value 
(D~') b', and by convention this action is permitted (and mandated) in the presence of 
some "init ial ize" state associated with the ith counter. We may then initialize our b-ary 
counter to zero, and start to count to exactly b r. Simultaneously, we increment the degree 
of  D / to  the desired b r and then enter some conventional "done"  state. It is clear that 
testing the ith counter for zero is similar. Note that just so that we have at most one 
unary counter  that demands  attention at any moment,  we further introduce a "quiescent" 
state for  each unary counter. Our  rules ensure that all but one unary counter is quiescent 
at any moment .  
In brief, i f  we already have one b-ary counter then each additional unary counter is 
relatively inexpensive in terms o f  the number o f  new variables, namely, O(1) new variables 
and O(br) rules per unary counter.~ In our construction, we will use O(r) unary counters 
and one b-ary counter. 
5" Of course, the sense in which a rule is "forward" or "reverse" is a matter of convention. But a rule is 
forward if and only if its reverse rule is "reverse". Also, in the context of counters, this convention is more or 
less self-evident. 
~: So there is no savings in terms of the number of rules. As a matter of fact, our construction makes us pay 
the bigger overhead of O(b2r) rules per unary counter. 
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ENCODING OF FLAG INFORMATION BY GROUPS 
Introduce 3 (r + 4) variables 
D~, DI', DI" ( i=0  . . . .  , r+3)  
to encode the information of the flag variables F. We partition 
r := {F,, F2, . . . ,  Firl} 
into r groups, F = F~ w F2w" ' • w F~ with 
r ,  :--- (F . _ , .+ , ,  F . _ , .÷~ . . . .  , F,~}. 
Let v ~ F~ and for each Fc~-n)~+j ~ F~, let the F,_~)~+:degree of v be n:. We assume that 
nj < b where b is the constant in the statement of Theorem 9. Then we may encode such 
a v by a word in {D~, DI'} e as follows. Let 
/1(l)) := ~ njb j - I .  
j= l  
Notice that n (v )< b ~ and so we can encode v by the word 
D~[ n (v)] := (D',)"°~(DT)v-~o~. 
This encoding is perfectly general, but for technical reasons which will become clear, we 
introduce a kludge for the case n(v)- -0:  we will encode 0 as Dt[0]'-.-D:'.  
We refer to the triple of variables {DI, D;-', D~"} as the D~.counter, since it is basically 
a unary counter. In short, except when n(v)=0,  the F¢~_t)r÷:degree in v is encoded as 
the ( j -  1)th digitt of  the value of the D~-counter. Note that the D~-counters for i = 0, 
r+ l ,  r+2,  r+3 are not used up to this point. 
THE EMBEDDING FUNCTION ~*  
An arbitrary word of S can be uniquely factored as vlv2" ' • vrw where degr(w) = 0 and 
v leF~.  We define the function ~* by 
q~ * ( vl ' ' • vrw ) := Qstand~rdDl[ nl] " " " Dr[ nr ]w, 
where Qstandard is a new state variable, ni = n(vi) is the integer encoding the degrees of 
the variables in F~, obtained as in n(o) above. This function ¢* will embed S in the Thue 
system S' we are constructing. We call a word of the form ¢*(w) a standard word of  S'; 
if w is an assertion, ¢*(w) is a standard assertion. 
The map ~b* is one-one for assertions w of S since these satisfy degF(w)< b for each 
F e F. Moreover, ¢* clearly satisfies the properties pecified in part (c) in the statement 
of Theorem 9. Note that without the technical kludge in our definition of D~[n(o)] ,  we 
would have 
deg(f*(u))  = rb ~ 
in Eq. (1). This bound would not be acceptable for proving Theorem 11. 
* We call n~ the zeroth (lowest) digit of the integer n(v), n2 the first digit, and so on. 
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THE TRANSFORMED RULES 
For each rule (R) of S we introduce a transformed rule (R)' of S' as follows. An 
arbitrary rule (R) can be factored as follows: 
(R) o'7 -) ~'8, 
where tr~-~ F* and degr(TS)= 0. Its transformation (R)' is then: 
where Qstep is a new state variable and E[o-, ~] is a special encoding of the pair (tr, z) to 
be described next. The state Q~t~p in (R)' indicates that we are now simulating one 
transition step of S. 
THE ENCODING E[o' ,  7"] 
Let there be altogether p distinct symbols of F in trr, say Fh , , . . . ,  Fhp for some 
1 <- h~ <.  • . < hp <- [I" I. So or, r has the form 
m I m 2 . m ~ n n 2 . t ip  o" = Fh, Fh~ " " Fhf  , r--  FhlFh2 • • Fhv, (2) 
where Y~=~ m~+ni<b and each m~+n,>_l. We interpret each pair (Fh~', F;',;) as the 
following "mini-instruction" 
Z(""~,)[h,]: "the Fh -degree of  the current word must be at least mi for the application 
of the rule (R), and this Fh,-degree should be incremented by nl - rn i  as a result of 
applying the rule (R)". 
In particular, the rule (R) amounts to executing the indicated p mini-instructions. Note 
that p < b since by assumption, deg(tr~') < b. To encode the mini-instructions, we introduce 
2br new variables 
Ml[l], M2[/ ] , . . . ,  Mb[l], 
N~[l], N2[ l ] , . . . ,  Nb[l], 
for l = 0 . . . . .  r - 1, and the following b 3 variables 
for j, j '  =0 , . . . ,  b -1 .  The mini-instruction Z(ZJ'~[k] can then be encoded as the word 
M,[ /* (k) ]N i [v(k) ]P~ j'~') (the role of i will be clearer below). 
The encoding of tr, ~- can now be given. First introduce bnew variables Io , . . . ,  Ib-~. Then 
E[tr,'r]:= lp(iH=l Mi[tz(h,)]N,[p(h,)]Plm"")) .  
Note that rule (R)' may be applicable to the word 4)*(w) even when rule (R) is not 
applicable to w. But our rules ensure that such unintended transitions will eventually 
become "stuck", i.e., be unable to return to a standard assertion in a simple derivation. 
On the other hand, if rule (R) were applicable to w, the derivation will eventually be 
able to return to the standard assertion ~b*(w') where w-+ w' is a transition of S obtained 
by applying rule (R). 
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SIMULATION IN MINI-STEPS 
We carry out the simulation of a step in mini-steps: in fact there are p mini-steps if 
the rule to be simulated has o-, ~ as in (2) above. At the beginning of each mini-step, the 
current word will in general contain the catalyst word 
I,M,[tx(k)]N,[ v(k)]P~ jJ') (3) 
for some i, j, j ' ,  k, indicating that 
(a) we are in the ith mini-step; 
(b) we want to carry out mini-instruction Z(JJ')[k]. 
When we are done with this mini-step, we proceed to the next one by applying the 
following rule of S' 
I,M,[Iz( k ) ]N,[ v( k ) ]P~ j':''--> I,-1. (4) 
When we finally reach mini-step 0 as indicated by the presence of Io, we know that we 
had successfully achieved the transformations corresponding to the application of rule 
(R). We may change the state from Qst~p back to Qs~,d~rd- 
Each mini-step consists of five phases. In the following description of the phases, 
assume that the integers i, j, j', k have been fixed by the occurrence of the catalyst (3). 
Furthermore, we fix m to be the value of the D,(krc0unter in the standard word qS*(w). 
Recall that the Fk-degree of w is encoded as the v(k)th digit of the value m. Hence 
the Fk-degree is 
The purpose of the phases in a mini-step is to extract this Fk-degree from the D~(krcounter 
so that the corresponding mini-instruction can be carried out. 
PHASE 1. In i t ia l i zat ion .  
We initialize the auxiliary counters D;-counters for i = 0, r+ 1, r + 2, r + 3 to zero. We 
transfer the value m of the D~,(krcounter to the D0-counter: this transfer ensures that 
(most of) the subsequent rules in the mini-step can be independentt of k. The rule for 
this transfer may be written 
Qxrer l~Mi [kL (k ) ]  
I II I II 
D~tk)Do " ~ D~(k)Do,  
where Qxrer is some state variable special for this transfer. There will be br such rules, 
for each possible value of i and ~(k). 
This rule is applied some -m number of times. When done (indicated by changing 
Qxfer), we need to verify that the transfer is complete, but this amounts to testing that the 
D~,ck)-counter is zero. This uses O(br 2) rules since we have O(br) rules for a b-ary counter 
and these rules must be duplicated for each value of/~(k). 
PHASE 2. This phase computes ome I<_ [rrl/b~(k)J in the Dr+l-counter, and decrements 
the Do-counter by lb 'qk). 
f Otherwise the number of rules would grow by a factor of r. 
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After phase 1, the value rn is available in the D0-counter. We want to reduce the 
Do-counter by some l -0  multiples of b ~ck~, and store the value of 1 in the counter Dr÷l. 
This is easily done, using a b-ary counter that counts to b"Ck~ (the value of ~,(k) is indicated 
by the catalyst I~Ni[~,(k)]), where each increment of the b-ary counter is coupled with a 
decrement o f  the D0-counter. Recalling that there are O(br) rules for an ordinary b-ary 
counter, the reader can verify easily that there are now O(b2r 2) rules since we need one 
version of these rules for each choice of i, ~,(k). 
Whenever the b-ary counter eturns to 0, we have the non-deterministic choice o f  going 
to the next phase or of decrementing Do-counter by another b v(k), in the latter case, we 
increment he value of l in the Dr+~-counter. If l exceeds [m/b~Ck)J, we become stuck 
(i.e,, there is no rett~rn to a standard assertion). 
PHASE 3. Checks that I is exactly equal to [m/b~Ck)J, and stores the value of m (rood b "tk)) 
in the Dr+2-counter. 
This amounts to checking that the D0-counter has a residual value less than b ~k~. This 
is easily done using the b-ary counter of phase 2 that counts to b~(k): for each decrement 
of the Do-counter, we increment both the Dr+2-counter and the b-ary counter. If the b-ary 
counter reaches b ~(k~, then we enter a stuck state (l is too small). Otherwise, we non- 
deterministically stop at some point which hopefully corresponds to Do-counter equal to 
zero: this is tested in the usual fashion. If the test is successful, we restore the value o f  
the Do-counter before ending this phase. 
PHASE 4. Computes and stores l'= Ll/bJ in D~+3-counter, while decrementing l in the 
D~+a-counter by l'b. 
The value of the D~+~-eounter at the start of this phase is equal to l = [m/b"~k)J. The 
Fk-degree we seek is I mod b. This is similar to phases 2 and 3, but is simpler since we 
are counting modulo b which we can afford to directly encode into the rules. More 
precisely, we subtract some l '>  -- 0 multiples of b from the value 1 stored in D~+~-counter, 
and keep track of 1' in the (hitherto in this description unused) D~+3-counter. I f  I' gets 
larger than [I/b J, we get stuck. Otherwise we proceed to verify that l' is precisely Ll/bj : 
this amounts to checking that the D~+~-counter has value less than b. If the value is indeed 
less than b then this value is the Fk-degree of w. 
PHASE 5. Carries out the mini-instruction ZCJ'J'~[k]. 
This amounts to checking that Fk-degree in the D~+~-counter is at least j, and if so, 
incrementing it by j ' - j .  Finally, we must reassemble the component values into the new 
value rn' of the D~,tkr-counter. This value is 
m' := ( d~+3b +d,+l) . b ~ck~ +dr+2 
where d~ refers to the value of the D;-counter. We first construct m' in the Do-counter 
and then transfer it to the D~tgrcounter, analogous to phase 1. The details are left to the 
reader. 
This completes the description of the simulation of a mini-step, and hence of  a step 
of  S. The system S' is now complete. Of course, we assume that a constant number of  
state variables (besides the ones we have explicitly mentioned) are introduced to ensure 
each rule (R) of S is simulated as intended. Recall that S' has a corresponding rule (R)', 
and each assertion w of S is encoded by 05*(w). The fact that S is embedded in S' fol lows 
from two observations: assume that rule (R)' is applicable to qS*(w), yielding some word u. 
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1. I f  rule (R) is applicable to w yielding w', then there is a unique derivation of S' of 
the form D : qb*(w) ~ u -~ ~b*(w') where all intermediate words of D are non-standard 
words of  S'. 
2. I f  rule (R) is not applicable to w, then there does not exist a simple derivation of 
S' of the form c~*(w) --~ u ~ u' where u' is standard. 
Let us tabulate the statistics of S'. 
VARIABLES. There are O(br+ b 3) = O(b3r) new variables explicitly described above. We 
need another O(br) variables to implement the b-ary counter. There are O(r) variables 
for the O(r) unary counters. Of course, there are also O(1) state variables to remember 
each part of each phase. 
RULES. We have one transformed rule (R)' for each of the rule (R) of S; these rules have 
size d + O(b). It is understood that the remaining rules to be discussed each has size 
O(1). There are O(br 2) rules of the form (4). Consider the rules introduced for the 5 
phases. In phases 1 and 5, we need to transfer values between the Do-counter and the 
appropr iate Drcounter. As already noted, there are O(br 2) such rules. In phases 2 and 
3, we use O(b2r 2) rules as noted. In phase 4, we have O(b 2) rules, corresponding to 
counting modulo b. Phase 5 uses O(br) rules to reassemble the new value m' in the 
D0-counter. Since IF[ + 1 = r 2< - bn, the number of rules we have introduced in the entire 
construction is O(b3n). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 9. 
REMARKS. We have not attempted to optimize the constant factors in this construction 
(the parameter b is also regarded as a constant). For instance, for b-ary counters that 
counts to b r, it suffices to use O(r log b) variables instead of O(br) variables. Furthermore, 
some flag systems F (such as the level variables L1, . . . ,  L,) actually satisfy the stronger 
property that each assertion has bounded F-degree, not just bounded F-degree for each 
F e F. In that case, O(log Irl) variables uffice to encode such flag systems. Next observe 
that our construction views an integer k= 1 , . . . ,  Ir[ as encoding the pair (/z(k), v(k)). 
Generalizing this, we may view k as a p-tuple ( /z l (k) , . . . , /zp(k) )  where each/~,(k) is a 
non-negative integer of size at most  IFI 1/p. Then an analogous construction would introduce 
a new set F' of variables of size IV'[ = O(Irl ~/') (dependence on b hidden in this O-notation). 
What amounts to the same idea is the observation that the O(b3r) variables F' used in 
our construction in turn forms a flag system for the system S'; so the Theorem 9 can be 
applied again. 
8. Conclusion and Application 
The main technical contributions of this paper are the "quadratic ounter" idea as 
embodied in the Thue system So, and the technique of encoding flag systems. Although 
our ultimate Thue system S~ uses only -2n  variables, the system $3 with 4n + O(1) 
variables has the merit that its rules are essentially explicit. It is interesting to note that 
we could apply our method of encoding flag systems to the Mayr-Meyer system to get 
one with ~4n variables. 
The obvious open question is whether one can count to d z' using ~cn variables for 
some c < 2. However, fundamentally new ideas seems to be needed. Also, the gap between 
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upper and lower bounds for I(n, d) is rather worse than for D(n, d), S(n, d): can we 
improve the upper bound for I(n, d)? (See Note added in proof on Lazard (to appear).)  
In the rest of this section, we will basically prove two general results (Lemmas A and 
B) showing how Thue systems with certain properties lead to lower bounds on I(n, d),  
S(n, d). 
We need some terminology: Let (S,~) be a Thue System, Z={XI ,  . . . .  An}. Let R 
denote the polynomial ring Q[E] = Q[X1, . . . ,  X~] where Q are the rational numbers. 
Let Fs ~_ R denote the set of polynomials of the form /3 - a ~ R where a ~/3 e S. In 
general, we call a polynomial of the form /3 -a  a Thue polynomial. An ideal that is 
generated by a set of Thue polynomials is called a Thue ideal. Let F_c R and suppose 
we fix some arbitrary order on the elements in F, and write /~= ( f~, . . . ,  fro). Then a 
syzygy of /~ (or simply, of  F) is g=(g~, . . . ,  gm)~ R m such that ~,~ f~g~ = 0. The set of  
syzygies is a finitely generated R-module denoted syz(_P). For any set G = {g~, . . . ,  gin) 
or sequence g=(g~, . . . ,gm)  of polynomials, let deg(G) and deg(~) be defined as 
max{deg(gi) : i = 1 , . . . ,  m}. For instance, g may be a syzygy or a derivation. 
The following is our main tool for proving lower bounds on I(n, d): 
LEMMA 12 (Lemma A). Let (S, E) be a Thue system, and suppose D is a unique derivation 
of S from Wo to woo. Let Fs ={f l , . . . ,  fro} be the set of Thue polynomials corresponding to 
S and let fo = woo- Wo. Then fo is in the ideal (Fs). Furthermore, for any sequence ~ = 
I11 
(a l , . . .  , o~,,)(a~-E Q[E]) such that fo=~i=l a,ft, we have 
deg(ff) -> deg(D) - deg(Fs). 
PROOF. Clearly the existence of the derivation D implies fo ~ (Fs). I f fo = ~,  a;f~, then 
a lemma in Mayr & Meyer (1982, Lemma 2) implies the existence of a derivation D '  
from wo to wo~ such that 
deg(D') -< deg(a) + deg(Fs). 
But after omitting repetitions from D', we must get the unique derivation D. Hence 
deg(D) -< deg(D'). Thus the lemma. Q.E.D. 
THE LOWER BOUND ON I(n, d). Apply Lemma A to the Thue system S,.a of Theorem 11: 
let F={f l ,  . . . ,  fro} be the set of Thue polynomials corresponding to S,.a. Then fo e (F)  
where fo = Qoo - Q0. Note that deg(F) -< d + cl, deg(fo) --< cl and deg(Doo) ~ e(n) + d, where 
D~ is the unique derivation from Qo to Qoo (see Theorem 11). If fo=~i~ a~f~ then by 
Lemma A, deg({a l , . . . ,  o~,,}) ~ deg(D~o) -deg(F )  -> e(n) - cl. This proves that 
I(m, d + cl) >-- e (n ) -  ct, 
where m ~ 2n is the number of variables in S¢o. Hence I(n, d) >- d 2p where p ~ n/2  for 
sufficiently large d, n. 
Proving lower bounds on S(n, d) is slightly more subtle. First, some definitions: for 
f e R = Q[E],  let the support of f  be the set support( f )  _ E a~ consisting of all those words 
whose coefficients in f are non-zero. If f=  ~1 f~ where each f~ ~ R satisfies upport(f~)_~ 
support ( f )  then we say that f is a non.cancelling sum of f1 , . . . ,  fro, and write 
m 
f=  ~) f,. 
1=1 
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LEMMA 13. Let f l , . . . , f ,  be ThuekPolynomials and f=Y,i~l air, (o~i~R) and do:= 
deg({t~if : i = 1 , . . . ,  m}). Then f =Gj=l hj (k >_ 1) where h a are Thue polynomials that can 
be expressed as 
h a = ~ c~j, lf~ 
i~ l  
with at,j ~ R and deg(%-ifi) <-- do. 
PROOF. First we may rewrite f in the form 
1 
f=~ /31g,, 
i= l  
where each ~8i s a monomial, each & ~ { f~, . . . ,  f,,} and deg(~Sjg/) ~ do. We use induction 
on/. If / = 1 then the result is immediate. Assume I> 1. Without loss of generality, assume 
that support(/31g~)n support( f )  is non-empty. By induction, f '  :=f-f l lg~ can be written 
as a non-cancelling sum, 
k 
j= l  
where hj can be expressed as hj = ~i"=1 aa.tft, deg(aj.ifi)-< do. 
There are two cases. Case 1: support(/31g~) c_c_support(f) .  Then we can write f=  Ojk=0 hj 
where ho= fltgl. This satisfies the lemma. Case 2: there is a word w 
support(fl~gl) - suppor t ( f ) .  Now let cj be the coefficient of w in hj for j=  1 , . . . ,  k, and 
let c be the coefficient of w in f ' .  Since w e support(f ') ,  c ~ 0 and the sum of all the cas 
is equal to c. Now consider the expression 
k k t 
f=f '+~lg~ = Y. ha+ ~ 5~,g~ = y, ha, 
j f l  j= l  C j= l  
where h a''-.- hj + (effe)fl,g,. One verifies: ha' is Thue (there are two possibilities: ca is zero 
or non-zero), support(h~) _ support(f) ,  and h~ can be expressed as a linear sum of the 
f~ , . . .  ,f,,, with degree at most do. Q.E.D. 
The following is the key tool for applying our constructions to obtain a lower bound on 
S(n, d): 
LEMMA 14 (Lemma B). Let S be a Thue system with a strongly unique derivation Do: w0 -~ 
w~ and wo is non.recursive. Let F -- { f~ . . . .  , f,,} be the set of Thue polynomials corresponding 
to S and fo= w~-  wo. Then any syzygy basis for S = syz(fo, f~, . . . ,fro) has degree at least 
deg(Do) - deg (F). 
PROOF. Let B ~ S be a basis for S where each element of B has degree at most do. Note 
that S contains a syzygy (go . . . . .  g,,) where go= 1. This implies that there is a basis 
element (ho . . . .  , h,,) ~ B such that the constant erm of ho is non-zero; without loss of 
generality, assume the constant erm is 1. Now we have that 
hofo = - ~ hifi. 
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By Lemma 13, horn can be written as a non-cancelling sum hofo=o jk t  p~ where each pj 
is Thue. Also we may assume that Pl = ~,i~l ce~f where deg(a i f )  --< 
deg({hlf l  . . . .  , hmfm}) <- d0+deg(F) .  Each monomial of hofo is of the form w0fl or w~/3 
where :eft is a monomial  of ho. In particular, wo is a monomial of hofo. Without loss of  
generality, assume -wo is a monomial of p~. If the other monomial in p~ is of the form 
Wofl, then p~ = wofl - Wo. By the lemma in Mayr & Meyer (1982) again, there is a derivation 
from Wo to Wofl, contradicting the non-recursiveness of Wo. Hence p~ = w~fl - w0. So there 
is a simple derivation D from wo to w~ofl such that deg(D) -  < do+deg(F) .  By the strong 
uniqueness of Do, /3 = 1 and D = Do. Hence do-----deg(Do)-deg(F). 
We apply Lemma B to the Thue system Sn,d of Theorem 11, getting a lower bound for 
S(n, d) exactly as in the case of I(n, d). It is interesting to see that while Lemma A only 
exploits uniqueness of derivations, Lemma B requires both a strongly unique derivation 
and a non-recursiveness property (el. the approach of Bayer & Stillman (1988) who uses 
a notion of  "minimal syzygy"). 
REMARKS ON THUE IDEALS. Let K ~_ R be any set of  polynomials and I __ R be an ideal. 
We say [ is of type K if for all f~  I, there are polynomials f l , - . . ,  f,, ~ I c~ K (m >- 1) 
such that f=(~)~"~l f . For instance, let K~, K2, K3 be (respectively) the set of all 
homogeneous polynomials, all monomials, all Thue polynomials. Recall that an ideal is 
homogeneous (resp., monomial) if it is generated by a set of homogeneous polynomials 
(resp., monomials).  It is well known that an ideal I is of type K~ (resp., K2) if and only 
if I is a homogeneous (resp., monomial) ideal. From Lemma 13, we see an analogous 
property: 
COROLLARY 15. An ideal is Thue if and only if it is of type 1(3. 
Thue ideals share another property with homogeneous and monomial  ideals: for any 
Thue ideal, its reduced Gr rbner  basis is Thue. This is shown in Huynh (1986).t 
I would like to thank Professors Helmut Aft, Bruno Buchberger and Emo Welzl for their warm 
hospitality during my sabbatical leave which made this work possible. It is a pleasure to acknowledge 
that we originally obtained our lower bound on D(n, d) in conversation with Berndt Sturmfels but 
as we next show, this seems to be a result that is implicit in the literature. 
NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. We have received a manuscript of Mora & Mfl ler containing 
the proof  o f  their result quoted in M/511er & Mora (1984): there is an ideal based on the 
Mayr-Meyer construction such that any Grrbner basis relative to <' (where <' is any 
degree-compatible admissible ordering) has at least double-exponential degree. Furthermore, 
we are grateful to the referee for pointing out that a double exponential lower bound 
D(n, d) can be achieved as follows: let F={f~, . . . ,  f,,} be polynomials whose syzygies 
attain the lower bound S(n, d). Now transform F to F '  in two steps: by homogenization 
and by a generic change of coordinates. The degree bound for syzygies is unaffected by 
both transformation steps. Now appeal to a result of Guisti (1984) that for a homogeneous 
ideal (F ' )  in generic position, the syzygy bound for F '  is a lower bound on the degree 
~- To see this directly: for any set of Thue polynomials, apply Buchberger's algorithm to derive a GrSbner 
basis. But each new polynomial in Buehberger's algorithms comes from either (a) the reduction of a Thue 
polynomial by another Thue polynomial, or (b) the S-polynomial of two Thue polynomials. In both (a) and 
(b), the result is a Thue polynomial. 
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of its Gr/Sbner bases. This proves D(n, d) >-- S(n, d). We get a side benefit: the cardinality 
of such a Gr/Sbner basis B is also double-exponential since for a generic ideal, there is 
a polynomial in B of each degree between d and the maximum degree in B. We note 
one possible small drawback of this proof. For complexity theory, the input size depends 
not just on the parameters n,d, but the number of bits to represent the polynomials. With 
a generic hange of coordinates, each term may be replaced by O(n a) terms, potentially 
leading to a significantly large increase in input size. For instance, Thue polynomials has 
two terms and this approach would yield a weaker complexity lower bound than using 
a direct argument such as in Yap (1988). (Of course, Yap (1988) shows only a lower 
bound on D~,(n, d) for degree-compatible orderings <'; but we may appeal to the 
inequality D( n, d) >-- D <,( n, d) in the introduction.) 
Note added in proof 
Very recently, we learned of Lazard (to appear) who now holds the record on upper 
bounds for l(n, d) and S(n, d). His result implies that if a commutative Thue System 
counts to 22'' using ~ cn variables then C -> log 4/log 3 > 1.26. 
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